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Abstract The detection of near duplicate images in large databases, such as the ones
of popular social networks, digital investigation archives, and surveillance systems, is
an important task for a number of image forensics applications. In digital investigation, hashing techniques are commonly used to index large quantities of images for
the detection of copies belonging to different archives. In the last few years, different
image hashing techniques based on the Bags of Visual Features paradigm appeared in
literature. Recently, this paradigm has been augmented by using multiple descriptors
(e.g., Bags of Visual Phrases) in order to exploit the coherence between different feature spaces. In this paper we propose to further improve the Bags of Visual Phrases
approach considering the coherence between feature spaces not only at the level of image representation, but also during the codebook generation phase. Also we introduce
a novel image database specifically designed for the development and benchmarking
of near duplicate image retrieval techniques. The dataset consists of more than 3300
images depicting more than 500 different scenes having at least 3 real near duplicates.
The dataset has a huge variability in terms of geometric and photometric transformations between scenes and their corresponding near duplicates. Finally, we suggest a
method to compress the proposed image representation for storage purposes. Experiments show the effectiveness of the proposed near duplicate retrieval technique, which
outperforms the original Bags of Visual Phrases approach.
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1 Introduction and Motivations
Image Forensics is a science which, among the other questions, aims to answer the
following one during investigation: is the image under consideration contained in a
specific digital archive? The increasing use of low cost imaging devices and the availability of large databases of digital photos makes the near duplicate image retrieval
(NDIR) task a common activity for a number of applications. In particular, NDIR
in large databases (such as popular social networks, collections of surveillance images
and videos, or digital investigation archives) is a key ingredient for different forensics
activities.
During digital investigation (e.g., for copyright violation, child abuse, etc.), classic
hashing techniques (e.g., MD5 [1], SHA1 [2], etc.) are commonly used to index large
quantities of images in order to detect copies in different archives. However, these
methods are unsuitable to find altered copies, even in case of slight modifications
(e.g., near duplicates). Indeed, classic hashing techniques usually fail because just a
small change in the image (even a single bit) will, with overwhelming probability,
results in a completely different hash code. For example, two images depicting a scene
of crime are perceptually identical under small viewpoint changes, partial occlusion,
and/or low photometric distortions, but their hash code is completely different when
a classic hashing approach is used to check their similarity. In order to cope with all
related problems, robust hashing techniques based on image content must be developed:
perceptually identical images in terms of content should have the same (or at least very
similar) hash value with high probability, while perceptually different images should
have independent hash values.
Most of the near duplicate detection techniques based on image content exploit the
bag of visual word approach to build the image signature [6, 17, 19, 35, 53]. A problem
of the bag-of-visual-word based methods is related to the ambiguity of some generated
visual words [36, 37]. On the other hand, since different descriptors represent different
aspects of a local region, there is no single descriptor which is superior to the others [8].
Here we propose to combine different descriptors through an alignment procedure based
on clusters correspondence (i.e., number of shared local regions). The advantage of the
proposed codebook alignment method is related to the enforcement of the coherence
across multiple descriptors in order to capture different aspects of the considered local
region (e.g., shape, texture, etc.) and hence reduce both, the visual word ambiguity and
the quantization error in the visual codebook generation [6, 38]. The different aspects
of a local regions are captured by the alignment during the codebook generation in
the sense that the local regions falling in the intersection of two aligned clusters agree
with respect to both descriptors, whereas the others agree just with one descriptor and
not with the other. Taking into account such peculiarity, we split the clusters of each
feature domain obtaining new codebook prototypes which consider the intersecting
part of the aligned clusters, as well as the part which not intersect. Since, by using
multiple descriptors there is an overhead in terms of storage of the representations of
the images, and considering that image datasets are becoming more and more popular
and huge (i.e., Facebook proceeds at a rate of about 22,000 uploads per minute), we also
propose a method to compress the image representation by maintaining performances
in terms of near duplicate image detection accuracy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief survey of
the related work. Section 3 describes the proposed model. In Section 4 the method to
compress the image descriptors is suggested. The dataset built for testing purposes is
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described in Section 5, whereas Section 6 details the experimental settings and reports
the obtained results. Finally, conclusions and avenues for further research are given in
Section 7.

2 Related Works
Recently, some commercial approaches for robust content based hashing methods have
been proposed for photos (PhotoDNA [3]) and videos (Videntifier [4]). These techniques make use of the recent developments in the field of Near Duplicate Image (NDI)
retrieval. Note that there is no agreement on the technical definition of near-duplicates
(see [40] for an in-depth discussion). The definition of near duplicate depends on the
degree of variability (photometric and geometric) that is considered acceptable for
each particular application. Some approaches [5] consider as NDI, images obtained by
slightly modifying the original ones through common transformations such as changing contrast or saturation, scaling, cropping, etc. Other techniques [6] consider as NDI,
images of the same scene but with different viewpoint and illumination. A drawback
in testing near duplicate retrieval approaches is that usually near duplicate images
used in the experiments are synthetically generated from a set of images or correspond
to different frames of a video, hence there is an high correlation in terms of visual
content, and there is no variability in terms of resolution and compression. To better
evaluate the different algorithms it is needed a database composed by images depicting
the same scene and/or subject whose have been acquired by different cameras, with
different viewpoint, luminance condition, and variability in terms of background.
In the last few years, different image hashing techniques have been proposed in
literature to cope with image retrieval and near-duplicate image detection problems.
Most of these techniques are based on the Bags of Visual Words paradigm (BoVW)
[7, 48] to build a holistic representation of the images.
Ke et al. [5] detected near-duplicate images by employing local descriptors [8]
extracted on interest points [9] to represent and match images under several transformations. They used a hash-based indexing technique to efficiently search into the
image databases, and also applied an optimized storage layout to further improve efficiency. Chum et al. [10] proposed two novel image similarity measures for image
indexing through local feature descriptors and enhanced min-Hash techniques. The
authors of [11] introduced a method to combine visual words with geometric information to improve hashing-based image retrieval and object detection, obtaining a novel
algorithm (called Geometric min-Hash) which shows significant advantages against geometrical deformations and occlusions. Cheng et al. [12] considered local dependencies
among descriptors both in scale and space, and encoded not only visual appearance
but also their scale and space co-occurrence. Moreover they built SuperNodes that embody the neighbor information to speed up the retrieval execution time. Wu et al. [53]
proposed a novel scheme to exploit geometrical constraints by spatially grouping features to improve the retrieval precision. Spatial verification stage to re-rank the results
with the bag of-words model have been also exploited by Philbin et al. in [54]. Wang
et al. [13] combined appearance-based and keypoint-based methods. The algorithm
is able to extract and match keypoints from images by discarding outliers through a
voting procedure based on the affine invariant ratio of normalized lengths. Later, to
further validate the correspondences, the algorithm compares the color histograms of
the corresponding areas which have been previously identified by the matched points.
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In [14], Xu et al. proposed a two stage method based on the Spatial Pyramid Matching
(SPM) technique [15] and image blocks alignment through linear programming [16].
The aim of the cascade is to deal with spatial shifts and scale variation; both transformations frequently occur between frames of a video. Since there is an increasing interest
in the scalability of the Bag-of-Words based near duplicate visual search paradigm, a
method to parallelize the near duplicate visual search architecture to index images
over multiple servers have been proposed by Rongrong et al. in [55]. Near duplicate
image retrieval based on BoVW paradigm has been also exploited for the annotation
of web videos as addressed by Zhao et al. in [17,18]. Taking into account their previous
work [19], the authors extract keypoints from keyframes and generate a visual dictionary by using a clustering algorithm. Each keyframe is then described by a BoVW
representation. Moreover, to speed up the keyframe retrieval, inverted file indexing
plus Hamming embedding is employed. A re-rank strategy based on a weak geometric
consistency checking is also proposed to improve the overall performance of the system.
The final similarity of a video is obtained considering both the scores of keyframes and
their temporal consistency with respect to the query video. The memory usage and
query-response time are two of the main issues in the retrieval task. The problem of
compressing the visual codebook to better handle with storage and retrieval complexity
has been studied by Rongrong et a. in [52].
In a recent study of Hu et al. [6], the BoVW paradigm has been augmented by using
multiple descriptors (Bags of Visual Phrases) to exploit the coherence between different feature spaces in which local image regions are described. Specifically, to reduce
the amount of false matchings in the BoVW model the authors of [6] introduced the
coherent phrase model. In this model, a local image region (i.e., the patch surrounding
the local interest point [9]) is described by a visual phrase of multiple descriptors instead of a visual word of a single descriptor. In the Bags of Visual Phrases approach,
both feature (local regions are described by descriptors of different types) and spatial
coherence (multiple descriptors are obtained from local areas at different sizes) are
taken into account.
To further improve the Bags of Visual Phrases model, taking into account our preliminary work [20], we propose to exploit the coherence between feature spaces not only
in the image representation, but also during the generation of codebooks. This is obtained by aligning the codebooks of different descriptors to produce a more significant
quantization of the involved spaces of descriptors, which leads to a more distinctive
representation. In particular, to reduce the amount of false matchings, instead of separately obtain the codebooks corresponding to the different feature spaces as proposed
in [6], we generate the final codebooks taking into account the correspondence of the
clusters of the involved spaces of descriptors to further enforce feature correspondence.
To properly perform tests, a new image database of near duplicate images has been
built by collecting images from Flickr [21] and private collections. The dataset contains
3148 images of 525 different scenes which have from 3 to 34 real near duplicates. Finally,
a method to compress the image representation to be stored for near duplicate purposes is suggested. The experiments performed on the aforementioned dataset show the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, which obtains a good margin of performances
with respect to the approach described in [6].
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Fig. 1 Proposed Bags of Visual Phrases with codebooks alignment. First a set of keypoints are
extracted from a training dataset of images by using a local detector (Hessian-Laplace in our
experiments). Each local keypoints is then described by two different descriptors (SIFT [24],
SPIN [25] in our experiments) and clustering is performed separately in these two feature
spaces. A similarity matrix between pairs of clusters belonging to the two partitions is obtained
counting the number of elements (local image regions) they share. The Hungarian algorithm is
then used to find the best assignment for the cluster correspondence problem which is encoded
in the similarity matrix. The obtained cluster correspondences are then used to create two
novel vocabularies where visual words are generated considering the centroids relative to both
common and uncommon elements between aligned clusters. The training set images are then
represented by using 2D histograms of co-occurrence of visual words related to the generated
codebooks. When a query is performed on the training dataset, the test image is represented
by using the codebooks obtained in the training phase. Test image representation is compared
with those of the training images by using the intersection distance. Finally, the training image
corresponding to the lowest distance is selected as the output of the query.

3 Proposed Model
Most of the image hashing techniques for near-duplicate image detection problems
typically represent images through feature vectors encoding color, texture, and/or other
visual cues such as corners, edges or local interest points [8, 9, 24, 25, 41–46]. These
information are automatically extracted using several algorithms and then represented
by many different local descriptors. Most of these techniques are based on the Bags
of Visual Words paradigm (BoVW) [7] to build a global representation of the visual
content within the images. The basic idea is to consider images as visual documents
composed of repeatable and distinctive visual elements, which are comparable to the
words in texts. Indeed, the BoVW originates in the text categorization community [22]
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where it was used to describe documents by how many words (belonging to a prebuilt vocabulary) occur within them. Each word embracing a semantic meaning, has
an inherent set of topics where it is used more often than others. To exploit this model
in computer vision and multimedia, a vocabulary of distinctive patterns, usually called
“visual words”, is built through a clustering approach from a set of local descriptors
[8, 24, 25, 44–46] extracted in correspondence of interest points [9, 41–43] which have
been previously detected on images of a training database. A local descriptor encodes
properties of the region surrounding the interest point in the image from which have
been generated. Hence, the “visual words” obtained by clustering the training set of local
descriptor are used to identify properties, structures and textures present in the images
whose are finally described as an unordered set (a bag) of “visual words”. Specifically,
each image is represented as a normalized histogram whose bins correspond to “visual
words” of the built codebook. Since the bag of visual words description is compact, it
is suitable to represent huge image databases.
The proposed approach is built by taking into account the coherent phrase model
introduced in [6], where the BoVW paradigm has been augmented by using multiple
descriptors (called Bags of Visual Phrases Model) to exploit the coherence between
different feature spaces (i.e., local descriptors) in which the local image regions corresponding to interest points are described. To further improve the Bags of Visual
Phrases model, we propose to exploit the coherence between feature spaces (i.e., local
descriptors) not only in the image representation step (e.g., using a two dimensional distribution of co-occurrence of visual words of codebooks corresponding to two different
feature spaces), but also during the generation of codebooks. This is obtained by aligning the codebooks of different descriptors to produce a more significant quantization of
the involved spaces of descriptors, which leads to a more distinctive image representation. Differently than Hu et al. [6], we do not obtain the final codebooks corresponding
to the different feature spaces separately, but we generate the final codebooks taking
into account the correspondence of the clusters of the involved spaces of descriptors
to further enforce feature correspondence. Specifically, the partitions obtained through
the clustering procedure on each descriptor space are further analyzed with respect to
the involved local regions in order to find correspondence between clusters of different
features spaces. This alignment allows to further improve the Bag of Visual Phrases
Model by adding the coherence of different feature spaces also during codebooks generation phase. The approach is formalized in the following.
Let I an image, and M the number of local regions extracted by making use of a
local detector [9] or through dense sampling [15, 23]. Each extracted local region ri ,
i = 1, . . . , M , is described by H different local descriptors φih , h = 1, . . . , H. Each
region ri is then associated to a set of local descriptors [8] φi = {φi1 , φi2 , ..., φiH }.
A vocabulary Vh is built for each type of local descriptor, and the different local
descriptors φih of a region ri are hence associated to visual words vh belonging to
the codebook Vh as in the classic BoVW paradigm [7]. This produces a H-tuple pi =
{vh |h ∈ [1, 2, ..., H ]}, called “visual phrase”, which contains visual words of different
feature spaces for each φi , i = 1, . . . , M , corresponding to the M local regions detected
into the considered image I. Each image is then described by the frequency distribution
of visual phrases, called “Bags of Visual Phrases”. This model, called “coherent phrase
model” [6], incorporates the coherence across multiple descriptors in order to describe
different aspects of the appearance of a local region detected within an image.
Our approach augments the coherent phrase model by improving the vocabulary
generation step. In [6], H codebooks (one per local descriptor type) are generated sep-
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arately and independently by using a classical clustering approach on each descriptor
space. Then the images are described with a normalized multidimensional histogram
in which each bin is related to a visual phrase (e.g., a 2-D distribution by considering
two different local descriptors). The underlying rationale is that, although different
descriptors encode different properties of a local region, they represent the same local region, hence the clustering, and the visual words belonging to different feature
spaces, are in “some way” related. Hence, the coherence among different local descriptors should be exploited also in the vocabulary generation step. The main schema of
the proposed approach is summarized in Fig. 1. First, the H different local descriptor
spaces are clustered separately and K visual words (cluster centroids) are obtained
for each vocabulary Vh (one visual vocabulary per local descriptor) as in the classic
BoVW paradigm [7]. The relative ordering of cluster labels in all of the clustering are
hence rearranged according to the first one. A K × K similarity matrix between pairs
of clusters belonging to the two partitions is obtained by counting the number of elements (local image regions) they share. The Hungarian algorithm [26] is then used to
find the best assignment for the cluster correspondence problem which is encoded in
the computed similarity matrix. Therefore, the alignment between clusters of different
partitions is thought as a classical resources assignment problem to be solved by a
combinatorial optimization algorithm. We choose to exploit Hungarian algorithm since
it has been successfully used in Computer Vision to solve different problems which can
be seen as a resources assignment problem (e.g., cluster correspondence [28], feature
matching [29]). By using the Hungarian method the alignment of the different vocabularies can be done in O(K 3 ) time. Despite we have used the Hungarian algorithm in
our experiments, there are more efficient algorithms that can be used to solve the same
problem [27].
The obtained cluster correspondences are used to create H novel vocabularies where
visual words are generated considering the centroids relative to both common and uncommon elements between aligned clusters (Fig. 1). Hence three new visual words (cluster means) per descriptor space are generated from two aligned clusters considering the
operations of intersection (shared local image regions belonging to the overlap among
aligned clusters) and difference (local image regions belonging to the non-overlapped
parts of the aligned clusters). Notice that, although Hungarian algorithm aligns all the
clusters, some of them can have no common elements (Fig. 1). If two clusters are fully
separated, only two new cluster centers will be computed from individual ones. In this
last case the two obtained visual words are equal to the original ones.
After building the vocabularies separately on each feature space, these are aligned
(as described above) to find coherence between the different spaces based on shared
keypoints. After that, each cluster of each vocabulary (which define a visual word in
the considered feature space) is splitted in subclusters (defining more than one visual
word if the overlap of the aligned clusters is not empty). In this way, the quantization
of a descriptor space is refined by taking into account of the quantization obtained in
the other feature space. So, the refinement of each vocabulary encodes also information
induced from the other vocabulary. This allows to make stronger the discriminativeness
of the original Bags of Visual Phrases approach [6] as empirically demonstrated by the
experimental results reported in Section 6.
The algorithm described above generates a multidimensional representation of the
image under analysis. In particular, starting from the original image, it extracts a
set of local feature points, associates them to different descriptors and, by using a precomputed set of vocabularies, creates the final multidimensional normalized histogram.
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Considering two descriptors with the associated codebooks consisting of K1 and K2
elements respectively, the final image representation is a matrix (2D normalized histogram) of K1 × K2 values1 .

4 Image Representation Compression
The compactness of the image representation impacts both in terms of memory storage
and computational complexity of the near duplicate detection task [52]. The cost per
single image query becomes a critical feature of the overall system as the number of
the images stored in the dataset increases. It is then extremely useful to study some
approximations of the original representation able to reduce the amount of data to be
stored and used during retrieval, without considerably reduce the performance of the
overall system. The analysis of the 2D histogram representations of the training images
shows that the K1 × K2 matrices are pretty sparse (see Section 6), hence only a limited
set of elements (visual phrases) are actually used to describe the image content. Based
on this analysis, we propose a simple and effective compression technique. The most
representative and discriminative T visual phrases (i.e., T bins of the K1 × K2 matrix,
with T  K1 × K2 ), together with their IDs (i.e., the number of row and column they
belong into the matrix), can be selected to represent the image under analysis. This
selection considers all the images of the training dataset on which image queries are
performed.
To sum up, when a query is performed on the selected training dataset considering
a generic test image I, the following steps are performed:
i) generate the multidimensional histogram ΨI of the image I;
ii) for each image J of the training dataset, select its matrix coordinates CJ relative
to its most representative and discriminative T visual phrases;
iii) select the elements of the histogram ΨI at the coordinates CJ ;
iv) for each image J compute the similarity between the compact representation of
images I and J;
v) provide as output of the query the image Jb belonging to the training dataset with
the lowest distance from the image I.
It is worth noting that the effectiveness of the proposed approximation depends
on the number of selected bins T . To obtain a satisfactory improvement in terms of
memory storage and computational load this number should be considerably lower than
K1 ×K2 , where Kh is the dimension of the vocabulary Vh . On the other hand few visual
phrases (i.e., bins) could be not able to properly discriminate the images belonging to
the dataset. A smart selection strategy of the best T bins can be then useful in finding a
good trade-off between compression and retrieval performance. Specifically, we employ
the statistical measure TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) [30] for
the selection of the most representative and discriminative visual phrases (i.e., to select
the best T bins within the representation matrix). In this way, the importance of the
bin is not only related to its frequency in the image representation but also consider
the frequency of the bin (i.e., the discriminativeness of the visual phrase composed by a
pair of descriptors) with respect to the entire training dataset. In other words, for each
image of the training dataset, we select the most representative and discriminative T
1 Note that at this stage other encoding methods can be used starting from the aligned
vocabulary [39].
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Fig. 2 Examples of 26 different scenes belonging to the considered dataset. For each scene
three near duplicates are shown.

visual phrases (e.g., bins) as indicated by the TF-IDF measure. During a comparison
of an query image I with an image of the training dataset J only the T visual phrases
of the image J which have been selected taking into account the TF-IDF measure are
considered.

5 The Experimental Datasets
An image I is considered a near-duplicate of another image J if its content is “similar”,
according to some defined similarity measures, to the image J. So, the definition of a
near duplicate image changes accordingly with the allowed photometric and geometric
variations. As in [10], we consider an image I a near-duplicate of another image J if
it contains the same scene of J with possibly different photometric and/or geometric
variations (e.g., viewpoints changes, illumination and color variations, partial scene,
occlusion, different compression and camera acquisition, etc.). The problem addressed
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here is hence the one to enumerate all the near duplicates of a given query image in a
dataset.
In order to test and compare different algorithms for near duplicate image retrieval,
a representative dataset should be used. Despite different datasets have been employed
in literature for testing purposes, most of them are synthetic 2 [5] or obtained taking
into account keyframes of videos [6]. Although synthetic datasets are compliant with
the definition of near duplicate given above, they aren’t representative of the real
variation that can be observed in real near duplicate images (see Fig. 2). On the other
hand, datasets built by collecting frames of videos contain near duplicates with no
variability in terms of resolution and compression factor. The classic datasets used for
image retrieval testing purposes (e.g., CBIR task), such as the one introduced in [32],
are not compliant with the aim of near duplicate image retrieval, where the problem
is to search for the same scene with possibly different photometric and/or geometric
variations, given an image as query.
The above motivations induced us in building and using a new representative
dataset for the problem under consideration. In this way we can properly test and
compare the proposed augmented version of Bag of Visual Phrase model with respect
to the original one [6]. Specifically, a dataset with images acquired by different cameras,
in different conditions (e.g., viewpoint, scale, illumination, distance from the subjects,
etc.), and high content variability (indoor, outdoor, object, natural scenes, etc.), has
been collected from Flickr [21] and from private collections. To this aim, 525 different keywords (e.g., New York, Animal, Car, Church, Computer, Mountains, Landscape,
etc.) have been chosen. Each keyword has been then used to retrieve images from Flickr.
From the retrieved images a set of near duplicates have been hence manually sampled.
Each specific set corresponding to a keyword contains from 3 to 34 near duplicates.
The whole dataset contains 3148 images. In Fig. 2 some of the images belonging to the
built dataset are shown. Specifically, in the figure are reported three near duplicates
of 26 different scenes. As evident by visual inspection, there is a high variability in
terms of scenes (outdoor, indoor, close up objects, portraits, archeological sites, buildings, animals, open scenes, etc.) as well as a high variability in terms of geometric and
photometric characteristics among near duplicates of the same scene (different point
of view, luminance and color variation, zoom, rotation, background variation, etc.).
Moreover, different scenes have regions with similar appearances, such as in the case
of the scenes with animals (see images of the scenes with number 12 and 25 in Fig. 2)
and the ones with Japanese buildings (see images of the scenes with number 9 and
22 in Fig. 2). Differently than classic content based image retrieval task in which, for
instance, given an image of the scene numbered as 9 in Fig. 2 all the images of the
the scene numbered as 22 are acceptable in terms of visual similarity, in the context of
near duplicate image detection this become an unacceptable error. The database was
hence built to properly test the challenging task under consideration.
Since near duplicate image detection techniques are usually tested on datasets used
in the context of object recognition [6], we have performed tests also considering the
UKBench dataset which contains a total of 10200 images of 2550 different objects
2 We consider a dataset as synthetic when the near duplicates are generated from a set
of images (or frames of videos) by using transformations typically available on image manipulation software (e.g., ImageMagick [31]), such as colorizing, contrast changing, cropping,
despeckling, downsampling, format changing, framing, rotating, scaling, saturation changing,
intensity changing, shearing. To generate near duplicates the basic transformations are usually
applied changing the different involved parameters and/or making combination of them.
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with four near duplicate images (photometric and/or geometric variations) for each
object [33].

6 Experimental Results
In this section the effectiveness of the proposed approach is demonstrated through a
number of experiments and comparisons. A first test, conducted on the dataset we
built (see previous section), compares our method with respect to the coherent visual
phrase model described in [6] and the technique proposed by Zhao et al. in [17, 18].
Note that both [6] and the classic BoVW approaches have been reimplemented at the
best of our knowledge whereas the original code provided by the related authors has
been used for [17, 18].
To properly evaluate the different methods, the experiments have been repeated
three times. At each run the different approaches are executed on the same training and
test sets. To this purpose, at each run we have built training and test sets by selecting
images at random. Specifically, we have randomly selected one image per each set of
near duplicates to build a training set with 525 different scenes, whereas two images
per each set of near duplicates have been randomly selected to build the test set. All
the parameters involved in the experiments have been learned from the corresponding
training sets for each method. The results presented in the following are obtained by
averaging the results of all three runs.
For every run, training images have been used for the generation of codebooks.
First, local interest points have been detected (Hessian-Laplace [9]). Afterward, two different descriptors have been extracted on each interest point: SIFT [24] and SPIN [25].
Since these descriptors are extracted considering different image properties (gradient orientation (SIFT) and intensity distribution at different distance from the center (SPIN)), they are somewhat complementary, hence can be fruitfully combined.
K-means algorithm (K=500 in our tests) has been then used to produce the two independent codebooks corresponding to the two involved descriptors. The two obtained
partitions have been aligned with the Hungarian algorithm to generate the new codebooks (see Section 3). Finally, training images have been represented by visual phrases
(with a 2D histogram) by considering the new aligned codebooks.
It is worth noting that the proposed procedure for codebook generation creates two
novel vocabularies (one for each type of descriptor involved in the experiment) with a
higher number of elements with respect to the original ones. Considering, as example,
two codebooks of 500 elements, the alignment procedure will produce, in the worst
case, two novel vocabularies of 1500 elements for each type of descriptor. In order to
reduce the dimension of the final image representation maintaining at the same time
good performance, analysis and tests have been performed. In particular, useful hint
can be derived from the analysis of the degree of similarity between the clusters associated in the alignment procedure performed through the Hungarian algorithm. As
reported in Fig. 3, which have been obtained sorting the aligned clusters with respect
to their dissimilarity, after a certain threshold, the aligned clusters cannot be considered “similar”. This means that after a given value the aligned clusters share only few
keypoints (or nothing at all) and hence there is not too much coherence among these
aligned clusters. The threshold imposed on cluster dissimilarity is chosen taking into
account the gradient of the dissimilarity curve. At some point, the gradient of the curve
starts to be very small and this fact can be used to set the threshold. Moreover, given a
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Fig. 3 Sorted dissimilarity of aligned vocabularies. The first 150 aligned pairs of clusters can
be considered “similar” in terms of shared keypoints, whereas the others are “dissimilar”.

threshold, the number of elements of the aligned vocabulary is propery established. For
example, in the case reported in Fig. 3, where a threshold which consider 150 aligned
cluster is selected in correspondence of a small gradient, the final number of employed
centroids is equal to 150 × 3 + 350 for each feature space. The cluster intersections
produce 150 × 3 new visual words for each feature space, whereas the other not aligned
350 clusters produce 350 visual word for each feature space. So considering both, the
gradient of the curve and the dimension of the final codebook, the threshold can be
fixed. Taking into account the previous analysis, a more compact vocabulary can be
hence generated performing the procedure for the generation of aligned codebooks (see
Section 3) only for the aligned clusters having a high degree of similarity; for all other
“dissimilar” clusters will be retained only the original centroids on the corresponding
feature space. The analysis of the dissimilarity curves related to the different three
training set considered in our tests, pointed out that the first 150 aligned pairs of clusters can be considered properly aligned (i.e., “similar” in terms of shared keypoints).
In this way a final codebook of 800 visual words per descriptor (SIFT and SPIN) has
been generated instead of one of 1500. To be fair, the comparisons with the other
approaches (Hu et al. [6], BoVW SIFT and BoVW SPIN) have been performed considering codebooks with 800 elements per descriptor independently generated through
K-means clustering.
At each run, test images are used to perform queries on the related training dataset.
Each test image is represented by a visual phrase histogram obtained considering the
aligned codebooks (see Fig. 1). This representation is then used to retrieve images
in the training dataset, by means of a similarity function between Bag of Phrases
histograms. To cope with partial matching, we use the intersection distance τ defined
as follows [34, 47]:
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Fig. 4 Top-n NDI retrieval performances comparison on the proposed dataset.

τ (ΨI , ΨJ ) =

P
X

min(Ψp (I ), Ψp (J ))

(1)

p=1

where ΨI , ΨJ are two visual phrase histograms and Ψp (.) is the pth bin of the histogram.
Both representation, with and without TF-IDF weighting scheme have been considered
and compared.
Each query image has been associated to a list of training images. The retrieval
performance has been evaluated with the probability of the successful retrieval P (n)
in a number of test queries [6, 49–51]:
Qn
P (n) =
(2)
Q
where Qn is the number of successful queries according to top-n criterion, i.e., the
correct NDI is among the first n retrieved images, and Q is the total number of queries.
The proposed approach has been compared with the original Bags of Phrases approach [6], with the approach proposed in [17,18], as well as with respect to the classic
BoVW approach considering both SIFT and SPIN descriptors. The obtained results
are reported in Fig. 4. Both proposed strategy, with and without TF-IDF, outperforms the original Bags of Visual Phrases, the approach proposed in [17, 18], and the
classic BoVW model. We also show the precision/recall values at top-n=1 in Table 1.
Note that the precision and recall for top-n=1 are equivalent because there is only one
correct match for each query. Some visual examples of the first retrieved image on a
specific query are reported in Fig. 5. Specifically, for some query images reported in
the first column of Fig. 5, the first retrieved images obtained with the proposed approach and the method described in [6] are shown respectively in the second and third
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First Retrieved Image
Query Image

Proposed approach

Hu et al. [6]

Fig. 5 Some visual examples of the first retrieved image on a specific query. In these examples
the proposed approach outperforms the method proposed by Hu et al. [6].
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First Retrieved Image
Query Image

Proposed approach

Hu et al. [6]

Fig. 6 Some visual examples of the first retrieved image on a specific query. In these examples
both, the proposed approaches and the one described in [6] fail.
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Fig. 7 Some visual examples of the first retrieved image on a specific query. In these examples
the method proposed by Hu et al. [6] outperforms the proposed approach.

Table 1 Precision/Recall values on the proposed dataset.
Method
Proposed approach with TF-IDF
Proposed approach
Hu et al. [6]
Zhao et al. [17, 18]
SIFT
SPIN

Precision/Recall
0.4622
0.4505
0.4406
0.3660
0.3641
0.2679

columns of Fig. 5. The proposed method is able to detect the corresponding near duplicate within the training set, whereas the technique proposed in [6] retrieves images
which aren’t a near duplicate of the queries and hence fail the aim. For completeness,
further visual examples in which both approaches fail, as well as some examples in
which the method of Hu et al. [6] outperforms our approach are reported respectively
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. As evident from Fig. 6, often both approaches fail in the same
way (i.e. selecting the same wrong image).
As already stated in Section 4, some analysis and tests have been performed to
compress the image representation in order to speed up the retrieval process and to
reduce the amount of data to be stored. Although the image representation is based
on a 2D histogram of 800 × 800 elements, only a limited number of bins are actually
different from zero. Specifically, from the performed analysis we have observed that
the training images are described, on average, by 1700 non-zero elements (with a standard deviation of 1039). This analysis motivated the compression strategy described in
Section 4. Taking into account the number of non-zero elements it is possible to guess
the number of bins to be used in the image representation. Several tests have been
performed to validate the proposed compression strategy and to find a good trade-off
between compression and retrieval performance. As shown by Fig. 8, the retrieval performance increases at increasing of the elements used for image representation. Moreover, the results obtained considering 1600 elements are comparable with the ones of
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the proposed approach without compression in which the overall 800 × 800 elements
are involved. The considered number of bins (i.e., 1600) is very close to the number
of the non-zero element computed during the aforementioned analysis (i.e., 1700). In
this way we are able to obtain a compact image representation without sacrificing the
retrieval performance.
It is worth noting that the built dataset is really challenging; in some cases even an
human observer could have some difficulties in finding the correct near duplicate image
(e.g., compare the scenes marked with number 9 and 22 in Fig. 2). Moreover, in the
described near duplicate image retrieval system each of the 525 classes are described
by only one image, a design choice that could limit the overall performance of the
proposed method, but is realistic, for instance, in the context of forensic science where
investigators have only one image example of a criminal scene.
To further confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach, additional experiments have been performed on the UKBench dataset [33]. This dataset, usually used for
object recognition tasks, contains 10200 images of 2550 different objects. Specifically,
there are four near duplicate images with photometric and/or geometric variations for
each object. In our test, the training dataset has been built randomly selecting one
image per class. The remaining images have been then used for testing purposes. The
test has been repeated three times and the final results are obtained by averaging the
results obtained on each test. As can be easily seen from Fig. 9 and Table 2, also
considering this dataset, the proposed approach obtains satisfactory results. Also in
this case the proposed approach outperforms the original Bag of Phrases approach [6]
obtaining a good margin in terms of performances. The approach proposed in [17, 18]
results worst than the original Bag of Phrases method and it is not reported in Fig. 9.
As pointed out in Section 3, in terms of computational complexity the proposed
approach has an additional cost due to the alignment of clusters during the codebook
generation. On the other hand, this allows a richer description of the images which
is reflected in the increasing of the performances with respect to the original Bag of
Visual Phrases paradigm [6]. Moreover, the alignment procedure is performed just once
during the vocabulary generation and it does not affect the retrieval step in terms of
extra costs. Considering the computational complexity during the retrieval task, the description compression proposed in Section 4 helps to reduce both, space and time with
to respect the original paradigm [6] by maintaining the performances of the proposed
codebooks alignment framework. Moreover, regarding the retrieval task, the proposed
technique is comparable with the one proposed in [17, 18] in terms of computational
complexity. Indeed, considering vocabularies with size K for the different descriptors,
the mapping of each image with M local regions to the related visual vocabularies
has computational complexity O(MK ). The time needed to build the visual phrases
distribution is O(M ), whereas the compression of the image representation described
in Section 4 takes time O(T ). Finally, the similarity between the query and an image
belonging to the training dataset has computational complexity O(T ). Hence the overall computational complexity to represent and check a query image with to respect an
image into the training dataset is O(MK )+O(M )+O(T ). It is worth noting that by
employing the compression strategy the complexity in terms of computational power as
well as the one related to the memory usage, have been considerably reduced. Specifically, considering a simple 2D matrix representation (without optimized data structure
such as sparse matrix) the complexity of the comparisons is O(K 2 ) instead of O(T )
where K 2  T . Hence the final complexity of the algorithm without compression is
O(MK )+O(M )+O(K 2 ).
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Proposed approach with TF-IDF

Proposed approach with TF-IDF and compression (400 bins)

Proposed approach with TF-IDF and compression (800 bins)

Proposed approach with TF-IDF and compression (1600 bins)
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Fig. 8 Top-n NDI retrieval performances of proposed approach with compression on the built
dataset. Results are reported at varying of the number of elements involved into the image
representation.
Proposed approach with TF-IDF and compression (1600 bins)

Proposed approach with TF-IDF

Hu et al. [6]
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Fig. 9 Top-n NDI retrieval performances of the proposed approach with compression on the
UKBench dataset.
Table 2 Precision/Recall values on the UKBench dataset.
Method
Proposed approach with TF-IDF (1600 bins)
Hu et al. [6]

Precision/Recall
0.7342
0.7003
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7 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we proposed an improvement of the coherent phrase model (Bags of
Phrases) originally proposed in [6]. The main contribution of the presented approach is
in augmenting the original paradigm by exploiting coherence between different feature
spaces also during the codebook generation step. This is achieved through alignment of
the feature space partitions obtained from independent clustering. Moreover, a method
based on TF-IDF statistical measure to compress the proposed image representation
for storage purposes is suggested. Experiments show the effectiveness of the described
method on both, a novel and challenging near duplicate image database and a classic benchmark one. Future works will be devoted to extend the proposed alignment
methodology to consider multiple (h > 2) types of descriptors.
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